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THERE IS NO NEED FOR IT!
A recent item on the Sheffield RA Facebook page mentioned an aspect of the
present-day game that is costing our favourite weekend activity very dearly. If
there is anything in games that is absolutely unnecessary it is the merciless
and thoughtless pillorying of referees, especially at the less elevated levels of
football that involve most referees.
The Sheffield article outlined one
particular instance of a non-qualified
volunteer agreeing to take a game
when no qualified official was
available. The fact that he was a
volunteer, and therefore someone
who took on this responsibility willingly,
made no difference in one ugly
respect. One of the management team
in the technical area still thought it was
acceptable to shout out. “Are you
f*****g watching, Referee?”

such language, apart from the
obvious fact that he has a very
limited vocabulary and a terrible
attitude in respect of common
courtesy? I know what it tells me.
He should not be there to do this
sort of thing for a good number of
games in the future. The game
doesn’t need him!
It is hard enough to persuade people
to take up refereeing these days, and it
is equally hard to find sufficient
qualified referees to turn out at the
weekend when this sort of foulmouthed abuse is, by some people,
considered to be the accepted norm.

I would bet my last penny that he was
not complaining about a ‘wrong’
decision that had favoured his own
team. I’d suggest also that this
disreputable character has not himself
tried refereeing. Such is the attitude of
some --- but certainly not all --- people
who are supposed to be in charge of
their players.

It is the easiest thing in the world for a
referee, be it a qualified one or a
volunteer, to react unadvisedly under
such provocation and land himself or
herself in a very unpleasant and
threatening situation. It is just as easy
for the official to simply ignore any
abuse that is being screamed. But we

What
does
such
unwelcome
interference in a game of football
tell you about the perpetrator of
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need to ask the question: what is the
short- and long-term outcome of just
accepting abuse and not even
bothering to report it properly. I think
our readers know the answer to that
one.

Referees would return to being
available for more appointments,
which is what the leagues want, But
unless the County FA and the league
officials are properly informed of foulmouthed behaviour by all referees
who are abused, then nothing much
will change.

Do the vast majority of players
prefer a qualified official to an
unqualified volunteer? Do they
prefer no referee at all to a
volunteer when no official referee is
available? The answer to both those
questions is definitely “NO!”

There is plenty of advice available
for all referees IF ONLY THEY
WOULD
MAKE
SURE
THEY
BELONG
TO
THEIR
LOCAL
REFEREES’ ASSOCIATION.

If you are already a regular attendee at your local Referees’ Association
meetings and you know a referee who isn’t, then PLEASE do your best to
encourage that person to join you. That way, at the meetings, you can publicly
raise the problems that you are having to suffer. Advice will be willingly
offered, we can promise you.

THE HOGG – BLOG
ANDY HOGG, that well-known fitness fanatic and football refereeing addict, has been invited to
write a series of articles for the matchday programmes of Gainsborough Trinity FC. He has the
permission of a senior club official there to pass them on for possible publication in
BENCHMARK. Needless to say, we are pleased to accept these generous offers. Here is the
second HOGG-BLOG for your reading and interest.

Technical Area – It’s Time for A Change
One of football’s great mysteries, and there are quite a few to choose from, is the
meaning and purpose of the Technical Area as it is deployed in our modern
professional game.
I use as my point of reference other professional high-profile sports, the two codes of
rugby being the prime example, where the coaches choose, very wisely in my
opinion, to view the game from an elevated position in the stand. Maybe there are
rules in place for these sports which require them to do so --- I don’t know --- but to
me it beggars belief why a coach in a very technical game such as the one we love
would chose to view proceedings from eye-level. I know from my own experience of
being the 4th Official that unless the action is immediately in front of the technical
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area, there is no way any occupants of this area can have any real view of what is
going on. The lack of any elevation and the distance from the key areas of the pitch,
especially the penalty areas, make the viewing angles distorted. It therefore
surprises me how well the coaches can judge offside from where they are – there
can be little doubt that they have a far better view than the Assistant Referee who is
bang in line with the second rearmost defender – LOL !
OK, so you may counter my argument by referencing American Football where the
Head-Coach is a permanent fixture on the touchline (or whatever they call it).
However, (a) the Head-Coach has about ‘seven million’ Assistant Head-Coaches,
some of whom will be in the stands, to help him; and (b) they are required to “call the
next play” every minute or so, so perhaps this is the only logical place they can
stand.
Not that I am an anorak when it comes to rules and regulations. Some of them are
‘bonkers’ anyway, ( --- more about that in future articles from me) but Law 1 of our
beautiful game states that:
“The occupants of the technical area must behave in a responsible manner …… only
one person at a time is authorised to convey tactical instructions from the technical
area.”
Do me a favour, you football authorities, when is that law ever upheld to the ‘letter of
the law’? Almost never. So who is to blame? Some would say it’s the fault of the
Match Officials, in particular the 4th Official. But in our defence, we are only going
along with what is accepted practice. I am not saying for one minute tha thist is right,
but in reality, that is where we are now.
I recall one particular game where I was appointed as 4th Official, the Managers for
the game being Mr Gordon Strachan and Mr Neil Warnock, I smiled ruefully as I
contemplated an afternoon of impeccable behaviour in the Technical Areas, with
both Managers agreeing with every decision given by the Referee and his
colleagues. I vaguely recall Mr. Ronnie Jepson was also in amongst them
somewhere, giving his full repertoire of reason and logic to proceedings. Armed with
my electronic substitute board, the bag of spare balls, a bag of Jelly Babies (I will
explain), several sets of ear-plugs and a tin-hat, I walked down the tunnel with all the
trepidation of a visitor to the dentist for some root-canal work, but with more pain!
Sure enough, a couple of ‘interesting’ decisions later, correct I hasten to add, but not
in the eyes of first one bench and then the other, resulted in sarcastic comments
bouncing between the two sets of coaches.
So, time to look up the section in my “Referee’s Guide to Managing the Technical
Area”, (a hypothetical best-seller available from several good book-stores, Amazon
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and Kindle), to learn how to manage this. Stay calm, agree with them, disagree with
them, distract them with Jelly Babies, every trick in the fictitious book? Whatever I
did to calm them down was pointless as the temperature began to rise.
By 3.20pm there had been a number of ‘playground squabbles’ between the
participants; by half-time we needed the presence of the local constabulary to ensure
everyone’s safety as they returned to their respective dressing-rooms. The second
half continued in the same manner as the first. At one-point Messrs Warnock and
Strachan has swopped places and found themselves in front of each other’s
Technical Area. At that point I gave in (metaphorically speaking) and was already
composing in my head my report to the appropriate authorities. The issue that
concerns me is that this childish and totally unacceptable behaviour, (highlighted by
recent events at Stamford Bridge thanks to Mr José Mourinho and others), is
mimicked at all levels of football, even down to the coaches at the very junior age
groups, who believe they have been given licence to verbally abuse young up-andcoming referees. That cannot be right!
So, what’s the solution? I have a suggestion. In my humble opinion, the Technical
Area should only be occupied by the named substitutes and the medical staff, noone else. We would need a change in Law 1 to prevent tactics being conveyed, but
that’s just a removal of a sentence; easier said than done, but you get my drift. If
there is a player/manager who is named amongst the substitutes, not unlikely, then
he/she is not allowed in the technical area unless he/she is genuinely ‘warming-up’
or is about to enter the field of play. What do you think? Would that work? Email me
and let me know.
Enjoy the game!
Hoggy
Editor’s Comment:
There is a lot of money floating around at the higher levels of the game, the level where the guy who
is a Sunday League Manager learns the stupid antics that Hoggy has just written about. Why not
demand that every club in at least the four top divisions in England has the usual two Technical Areas
--- but with one on each side of the field? Do not allow team managers and their coaching colleagues
to be in the Technical Area.
Would we then need two Fourth Officials? Not really! We might even get back to those days of
common sense and civilised behaviour when the Technical Areas and substitutions were effectively
monitored by the two Assistant Referees.
Fourth Officials might even spend their afternoon miked-up in the stand away from both management
groups, from where they would have better views of incidents so that they might be more useful to the
Referee than acting as the sometimes-hapless controller of two irresponsible group of club officials.
Thanks, Hoggy! I think between us we might just have opened up a sensible debating topic this time.
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HERE IS A CHANCE FOR FRESH IDEAS IN
‘BENCHMARK’
The next Annual General Meeting of the Sheffield and Hallamshire
County Referees’ Association will take place in April 2019 when, of
course, all positions on the Committee are open for either endorsement
or replacement. Sometimes, someone wants to stand aside after years
of service, as was the case not so long ago for our then Secretary Phil
Woodward, and our Treasurer Bob Ayre, both excellent officers.
By the time of the next AGM in April 2019, our Publicity Officer Ted Ring
will be looking to stand aside after fifty years of editing RA magazines.
He started with a duplicated ‘Sheffield Referee’ in September 1969,
before being Editor and then Assistant Editor of the national ‘Football
Referee’ for over twenty years. He also produced a County RA
publication called ‘Share’ and in the last two decades the current
publication ‘Benchmark’.
In the interests of our on-the-field match-officials, we really do need to move healthily
into the future under new editorship. ‘Benchmark’ is now only published as an e-mail
magazine, and the County Committee has been and still is very flexible and
generous in its expectations of its Publicity Officer/Editor.
So, there really is nothing to fear in having a go at this pleasant task. If anyone is
even mildly interested, please feel free to get in touch with Ted via the contact details
at the head of this newsletter. Unless you want it to be known at this stage, Ted
promises to keep the contact confidential. There is no obligation when making an
enquiry about what is involved.
Over to you readers for your serious consideration
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DO YOU KNOW THE FIVE “Ps” THAT WILL HELP YOU TO
BECOME A BETTER MATCH OFFICIAL?

Here they are:

PROPER
PREPARATION
PREVENTS
POOR
PERFORMANCE
Your key is in the FIRST TWO WORDS ---- PROPER PREPARATION!

Just love it!
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MAKING EFFECTIVE USE OF DEAD-BALLTIME
The ball going out of play or the whistle halting proceedings is often a useful
opportunity for the referee to do quickly some of the following things, as deemed
necessary and useful to overall control.

• Take up the best position for the next likely development of play
when things get underway again
• Glance at both your Assistant Referees to check if they appear
happy with what is happening
• Have a quiet word of advice with that player who could be stepping
near to the mark
• Check on a player who was injured earlier and needed treatment
at that time. A word or two of reassurance is sensible action on
your part
• Have a quick look at what is happening around you. This is called
‘peripheral awareness’, which also happens to be a useful quality
of car-drivers!
• Take a quick glance at your watch, especially if the end of the first
half or full-time is approaching
• Look as if you are enjoying your time on the field
• Look to ensure that the team-officials and the substitutes are
behaving properly
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CREATE THE RIGHT IMPRESSION
You only get one chance to create a first impression, no matter who
you are, where you are or whichever person you are meeting.
Never forget this in your refereeing.

KNOWLEDGE CHECK ON THE ‘FREE KICK’
By asking yourself the following questions and then making sure you know the
answers to them, you will be able to become more efficient at dealing with free-kicks
as they arise in your games, They might form a basis for useful discussion time in
your society meeting.
•

Should you be awarding a direct free-kick or an indirect free-kick? Know the
law on this one!

•

What is the CORRECT signal for each of those two kinds of free-kick? Does
the law give any guidance about how long to maintain your arm-signal?

•

How far must the ball be kicked at a free-kick?

•

At what precise moment does the ball come into play at the taking of a freekick?

•

How far away from the ball placement must opposing players be? Is this also
the same distance for free-kicks in and around the penalty-area, whether they
are to be taken by the defenders or the attackers?

•

Do you know what is meant by encroachment? Is there any difference
between encroachment and the deliberate prevention of an opponent from
taking a free-kick? Are these both cautionable offences?

•

What action should you take if a player deliberately delays the taking of a
free-kick by his own side (or a goal-kick, for that matter)? Are you aware of
the score at the time, if this happens? Is the game in its last few minutes?

•

What does the law say about free-kicks by defenders within their own penaltyarea?
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•

Ignoring penalty-kicks, are there any circumstances in which a free-kick may
be taken in a position different from where an infringement has taken place?

•

What must happen if a free-kick is taken by a defender and the ball goes
direct into his own goal?

•

You have awarded a free-kick. To what extend would you allow the kick to be
taken from a position not exactly where the infringement occurred? What sort
of leeway do you allow, and in what circumstances?

•

Does the position of the free-kick suggest whether you will stand very close to
that position or whether you will take up the BEST position for the next phase
of play, thus controlling the taking of the kick from a distance?

•

To what extent might you control free-kicks by word of mouth as distinct from
always using the whistle?

•

When was the last time you gave plenty of thought to all aspects of freekicks? Do you too often leave things to chance?

The RA has dozens of benefits for its members.
Membership will cost you less than 5 pence a day!

VOLUNTEERS
WHERE WOULD REFEREES BE WITHOUT THEM?
In terms of football other than at the very top level, our national
game would be at best in a very sad state and at worst non-existent
without a huge army of volunteers.
In fact, let us be more to the point for those who read “BENCHMARK” ---
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Where would we be in refereeing without a huge number of
volunteers?
Our first article in this issue mentions those brave souls who
VOLUNTEER to referee when there is no qualified official available.
They surely go a long way to being included in the category of ‘the
salt of the earth’.
People sometimes tell me that if you receive a fee for your work, then you are not a
volunteer. That may well be true if you are talking of ‘at the point of issue’, but what a lot of
people fail to acknowledge is that everyone who receives a fee for their contribution to
refereeing was originally a volunteer. Nobody at all forced them get involved in refereeing.
If they hadn’t volunteered to become involved in the first place, they would never have
become referees. They would never have become instructors. They would never have
become society officers. They would not have served at county-level, or a national level.
Why? Simply because it was only by volunteering to even try to qualify as a referee that
the various stairways to success eventually became available to them.
Some people have told me that people like Howard Webb, Craig Pawson, Darren England
and Tom Bramall, to name just four of our own County’s top referees in recent years, should
be financially secure because of their high match-fees. True enough at least for the present,
but one day in the past, they and many others took the first voluntary step towards become
referees. As the old Chinese proverb says, “Every walk of a thousand miles begins with one
step.”

The underlying statement is true, if you go back to basics ---

‘no volunteers’

means ‘no referees’!
Have you ever thought about the many hours of selfless voluntary work that a
lot of people put in to make your own referees’ society a competent and
respected organisation?
Have you ever experienced those days that from time to time blight all
societies --- too much apathy? If so, how did your society drag itself out of the
doldrums? Simply by having someone around to volunteer and put in a solid
effort to help others! Did YOU volunteer, or did you leave it to someone else?
One of your great acts of volunteering, in certain circumstances, could simply
be to persuade those who are ‘takers’ and not ‘givers’ to become ‘givers’.
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The Referees’ Association is a tremendous force for the good of all referees who
care ---and that means ‘volunteer’ to join its ranks. For a few pounds a year, can
any referee worthy of the name really be doing his very best for the game we all love
by not joining the RA?
I, for one, very seriously doubt it. How many non-members do YOU encourage to
join our ranks?
GET INVOLVED! GET INTO HELPING OTHERS! GET ACTIVE IN THE VERY
BEST SENSE! GET LOTS OF PLEASURE FROM YOUR REFEREE
INVOLVEMENT.

GET VOLUNTEERING!

ADVICE IS AVAILABLE VIA THE REFEREES’ ASSOCIATION
LEE MARKWICK of Essex, an avid RA Member, gave a valuable
presentation immediately after the close of the National RA AGM last
summer. He pointed out that all kinds of advice were available to
members, including matters concerning ‘legal journeys’, which were not
always pleasant.
There may be a need for psychological support, which could involve
professionals. Lee willingly arranges matters like this, if they are
necessary. Sometimes there may be conflicts of interest between certain
bodies within the game, about which he will offer very useful advice.
Referees can find themselves implicated in charges brought by the FA
or the County FA, and here again, Lee Markwick could well be a useful
contact to ease the way forward.
He advises that social media can easily become a ‘minefield’. On
Facebook, for instance, it is easy to click ‘LIKE’. Does doing that
mean that you just like what you have read, or does it perhaps
imply that you agree with the comment? Any use of comments on
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social media by referees must be carefully considered before they
are posted. Indeed, do they really need to be posted?
The RA Welfare Board has developed seven major points for
consideration, so perhaps using one per month for a season might make
sense for any local society in discussion time. As you might expect, Lee
Markwick is a RA Qualified Welfare Officer, a role which he recommends
for Societies and County RAs.
CONTACT THE RA OFFICE IF YOU SEEK FURTHER ADVICE ON THESE MATTERS

TALKING POINTS FOR YOUR SOCIETY MEETING
Here are a few discussion topics for your Society meeting nights. Don’t be shy
about suggesting one to your Chairman. And certainly join in when invited …..

WHAT WOULD YOU DO
AND EXACTLY HOW WOULD YOU GO ABOUT IT?
You notice that while play is upfield, one of the goalkeepers is speaking
on a mobile-phone.
The player’s boot comes off as he shoots for goal.
The goalkeeper catches the flying boot and the ball trickles past him into
the goal.
A physio comes onto the field without your permission and starts treating
an injured player.
A home-club official, in his frustration, throws a
bucketful of cold water over the visiting team’s club linesman.
A physio shouts abusive language at you from the technical area.
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The home club official responsible for paying your
expenses says that he thinks that you are over-charging for travel. He
refuses to pay you any more than what he decides is the correct
amount.
You order the team manager from the technical area for misconduct. He
goes behind his team’s goal and after a few seconds he shouts abuse at
you. He is making no effort to move away from the immediate
surroundings of the playing-area.
You reach the centre of the field ready for the tossup when, to your horror, you realise that you do not have a coin in your
pocket. In this game you have two club-linesmen, so you are the only
qualified match official present. How are you going to overcome your
problem without bringing embarrassment onto yourself?

MAKE SURE THAT ENJOYMENT IS ALWAYS YOUR TOP
REFEREEING PRIORITY EVERY SEASON. ENJOYMENT,
ALONG WITH COURTESY AND A POSITIVE AND
DETERMINED ATTITUDE WILL ALWAYS HELP YOUR
PROMOTION PROSPECTS.

The RA has dozens of benefits
for its members.
Membership will cost you less
than 5 pence a day!
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TIME FOR A FOOTBALL LAUGH OR TWO
An ex-referee on the Reading and Hellenic Leagues, as well as a Reading Referees’
Association Life Member, Brian Palmer is still selling his unique collection of refereeing and
football funnies.
Have you had a look yet at his “Football Referees? You Must be Joking!” It is believed to
be the first book devoted entirely to funnies about football referees. Or even his own French
version created primarily for colleagues and friends over the Channel - “Arbitres de Foot?
Vous blaguez!” Both are published by Amazon for a mere £4.99 each and the (modest)
royalties all go to charity. “It’s not for profit, it’s just to raise a few laughs,” says Brian.
If you follow this link you can even turn a few pages of both before you decide whether to
invest!
With Christmas not too many weeks ahead, here is your chance to drop a timely hint to your
loved one!
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Brian-Palmer/e/B00N6OC0LO

REMEMBER: ACT WITH DIGNITY; DON’T STAND ON YOUR DIGNITY!
.

Some of our refereeing friends will recognise the
man on the right of this photograph as John Preen.
He arranged for this splendid banner to be installed
at one of our local grounds where he, and a few
others who certainly qualify for the ‘Saga’ agegroup, meet whenever they can.
The banter and wit is something special, and if this
doesn’t show that even when your active refereeing
days are over, the sense of humour lives on, then it is time for us all to go home!
Thank you, John, for this one. Included among the former referees often found here are DAP,
AC and AW, while the photo was taken by --- now, who is he? --- oh yes, a certain TR.

WHEN REFEREEING, ALWAYS EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED!
Bet you didn’t expect that photo, though, did you?
FOLLOW THE ADVICE OF THE REFEREES’ ASSOCIATION AT ALL TIMES
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